How to Add a Shot
If a shot is unrecorded, you can add it in the ClubHub app. Adding a shot can be done during the
round or afterwards. Use the procedure below to add a shot after the round is completed.
Let's get started...
1.
2.
3.
4.

On the home screen, touch TRACK PERFORMANCE
Touch Recent Rounds to see a list of your rounds.
Touch the round to which you will add a shot then find the hole.
At the map screen, you'll have a choice.

You can touch + (figure 1a) to go directly to the Add Shot screen.
Alternately you can touch "List" if you prefer viewing your shots in a list then touch + (figure 1b) to
add a shot.

Figure 1a.

Figure 1b.

Touch + to go to Add Shot. Touch List if
you prefer a list view.

Touch + to go to Add Shot.

The Add Shot screen shows each numbered shot. The tee shot is designated by the ClubHub logo
(figure 2).
5. Touch the screen where you hit the missing shot FROM, not where the shot landed (see
"Background Information” above for an explanation). An un-numbered marker will be placed
on the map at that location. You can use a pinch-out gesture to zoom in. If you want to adjust
the location touch the screen again.

6. Now that the location of the shot is marked, select the shot number, by touching Shot # select
(figure 3).

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

The arrow indicates the location where
the missing shot was hit from. Touch
here.

To number shots correctly, touch Shot #
select and enter the number for the
added shot.

In this example, shot number 2 was selected (figure 4). Notice that the shot markers have been
updated.
7. To choose the club used touch Club select. Touch the club used from the club list.

Figure 4.

The second shot was missed.

In this example, the attack wedge was chosen (figure 5). If the shot isn’t in the right location, you can
still move it by tapping the correct location. Remember, pinch-out to zoom is available.

Figure 5.

The shot number and club used for the
second shot are filled in.

8. When all of the information for your shot is correct touch Add in the upper right corner (figure
6).

Figure 6.
Touch Add to complete the shot
addition.

Figure 7a shows the added shot in List view.
Figure 7b shows the added shot in Map view.

Figure 7a.

Figure 7b.

Special Screens
Adding a shot for the first time? An instructional overlay will appear (figure 8).
Want to add a shot during your round? Use List view. Touch the

+ to proceed to the Add Shot screen.

Figure 9.
Tap + to add a shot during your round.

Figure 8.
The overlay screen appears the first time
you add a shot.

